AMENDMENT NO. 1
On page 9, between lines 7 and 8, insert the following:

"(101) Purchase of consumables by paper and wood manufacturers and loggers as provided in R.S. 47:301(3)(k)."

AMENDMENT NO. 2
On page 17, between lines 4 and 5, insert the following:

"(102) Purchase of consumables by paper and wood manufacturers and loggers as provided in R.S. 47:301(3)(k)."

AMENDMENT NO. 3
On page 26, between lines 4 and 5, insert the following:

"(102) Purchase of consumables by paper and wood manufacturers and loggers as provided in R.S. 47:301(3)(k)."

AMENDMENT NO. 4
On page 33, after line 28, insert the following:

"(102) Purchase of consumables by paper and wood manufacturers and loggers as provided in R.S. 47:301(3)(k)."
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